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Performance-based value-added
maintenance
Executive Summary
Maintenance takes many forms, depending on the demands of known and unforeseen issues. Valmet has
the ability to respond appropriately to all mill needs – from emergency service to long-term maintenance
planning.
This technical paper begins with an example of Valmet's response to a catastrophic event at a mill – a fire.
We then switch gears and discuss the lifecycle cost focus of value-added long-term roll maintenance using
Valmet's world-wide network of roll shops and expertise. The concept of outsourced maintenance is
addressed by reviewing Saica's decision to select Valmet Mill Service (MMS) to provide performancebased ongoing maintenance service at their Partington, UK mill.
We conclude with an interview with Jaakko Reivo, Valmet On-Site Operations Manager, about Valmet's
philosophy and methodology of maintenance and a quick description of the results of outsourced
maintenance at Plattling, Germany.
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Emergency service and excellent teamwork
When a paper mill experiences a catastrophic machine wreck, for any reason, you know it's going to be a
horrific nightmare. All efforts to repair damage and return to operation must be undertaken safely and
with the utmost urgency. Depending on the emergency, this leaves quite a daunting list of tasks, all
needing organized and immediate attention.
In our industry we all hate to hear these types of stories and pray that it never happens to us. But there are
times that, despite our most meticulous planning, things happen; and they happened at a North American
mill recently.
On that day, a fire damaged their machine line while it was not in operation. Fortunately, no one was
injured in the fire and the company did all the right things to ensure the safety of its employees. The
Engineering Manager at the mill called his Valmet Mill Sales Manager, Tim, that night shortly after the
fire. The mill has a long and successful history with Valmet. He asked him to be at the mill the following
morning at 8AM to begin the task of developing an action plan.
Tim arrived that Saturday morning. He put up a table in front of the damaged machine section and began
the initial list. He worked with mill personnel to look at one section at a time and log the "critical" parts
that would be needed; especially the big things that would have to be placed on order immediately. The
mill's Reliability Manager concentrated on the rolls needing attention.
"When the mill said they wanted to complete repairs in two weeks I almost fainted," Tim commented. The
first thing he did was to call Byron, Product Manager at Valmet, and tell him, "We're probably going to
need service guys." Tim then called Bill, Customer Service Manager at a Valmet roll shop and had him
begin to clear out the shop so they would be ready to receive the rolls. All this was done before the mill
even asked Valmet to do any work for them. "We just wanted to be prepared," was how Tim saw it.
Donna, Roll Product Manager at the Valmet roll shop, did all the drawing look-ups and sales orders on
Sunday.
Once the Valmet field service teams arrived at the mill, they worked directly with the mill Engineering
Manager to commence the machine restoration process. The mill Reliability Manager took the lead on the
mill side to get work started on roll repair. He worked directly with Donna to coordinate roll repair and
transportation logistics. The idea was to shave time by skipping any middle communication levels in the
process. This system was certainly one of the keys to the success. In the end, Valmet repaired and returned
21 rolls in 10 days, 19 of them needed new covers.
The mill and Valmet had meetings twice each day during the process. Bryan, the Valmet Field Service
Technician, lead the work for the Mechanical and Controls side. Another Field Service Technician filled
in as co-leader on the mechanical side as well. These two technicians and Tim attended every meeting
along with the mill teams and other suppliers involved with the project. When there were only a couple
days until start-up, three meetings were held each day and an action punch list created by Valmet Field
Service was reviewed regularly to ensure all details were being covered.
This particular mill has a unique way of working. There is no noticeable separation between management
and the crews. They work together with a mutual respect that allows them to get things done seamlessly.
According to Tim, "The laborers love their management, they all get along, and I think that helps them."
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The mill's Plant Manager expressed these thoughts to Valmet, "In all, the [equipment was] rebuilt in 2
weeks! Even more importantly, the startup was perfect. We have had no operating issues with the work
that was done through the leadership and direction of the Valmet team working with our people and
contractors."
"The response we received from Valmet was immediate, outstanding and beyond expectations. The
ability to make our situation a priority, from the service technicians who came to the mill, to the parts
department responding with getting all our required items, to the roll rebuild service center in turning
around these rolls and covers in about a week all made this a successful project."
Commenting on the people at Valmet who worked up front and behind the scenes to get the mill back up
and running, the Plant Manager said, "These individuals represent your company and show why Valmet
is the industry leader! Thank you!"
To summarize from Valmet's point of view, Tim remarks, "You know, I got all kinds of kudos out of this
and as far as I'm concerned, it's just part of my job."

Value-added roll maintenance
Papermaking machinery is undeniably a long-term investment, since machines are expected to last for
many decades - with a few rebuilds along the way to upgrade to modern, more efficient technology.
Therefore, it is not surprising and quite natural that many paper producers are taking a longer term view
when planning the roll maintenance services
that are essential for maintaining high
product quality, machine efficiency and
productivity. Many are turning to Valmet to
provide services over extended periods with
multi-year contracts. The contracts cover the
planning, logistics and execution of high
quality roll grinding, recovering, balancing
and reconditioning at Valmet workshops.
These service centers, located near customers,
are equipped with state of the art roll
refurbishing and diagnostic equipment, and
Figure 1 Valmet's newest service center in China is located in
staffed by experienced experts.
Zibo, in the Shandong province in Northern China. Assembly
operators Chongju Tian (left) and Hui Zheng inspect and
overhaul a SymCD roll.
But the scope and intent of these agreements
go far beyond the physical requirements of
refurbishing a roll to a preset quality specification at an agreed time, although that is still a definite
requirement. Today's contracts reflect a mutual commitment between the customer and Valmet to make
roll maintenance more effective in a cost-efficient way. Indeed, the mutual goals often involve extending
the running time of rolls on the machine and actually improving their operation, reducing wear of their
covers or components, or reducing energy consumption or other operating costs. In some cases rolls can
be retrofitted with new technology "add-ons" which can actually make the roll perform better than new,
extending its lifetime and making better paper more efficiently.
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More than "roll workshop" services
With roll maintenance nowadays the
emphasis is on actually adding value to the
basic and traditional "roll workshop" services.
A Valmet roll maintenance customer once
reported, "We are not just buying hours of
maintenance time. Valmet brings depth of
paper machinery knowledge, skills, diagnostic
procedures and service methods to add value.
The end result is good performance of our
papermaking equipment." That idea is being
carried out in an increasing number of paper
mills.

Figure 2 Valmet has 23 roll workshops around the world. This
is the Cernay service technology center in France.

There are some significant advantages in the cost of maintenance as well, since the work and cost is
meticulously documented and controlled, and focused on well-defined objectives. With a longer term
relationship between the customer and Valmet, the unique history of a mill's roll inventory is known
precisely and many opportunities to make improvements and lower costs are discovered. Improved
operating efficiency and lower costs add up to higher valued maintenance over the lifecycle of the
machinery. Of course, each market area is different with various customer needs and agreements must be
customized to the local needs. A few examples from around the world are presented.

Focus on lifecycle costs
The North American service organization has been focusing on managing the total customer costs
associated with every activity in the lifecycle of a product - including purchasing, inventory management,
transportation logistics, roll installation time, as well as on-site labor and parts cost. These can include
non-obvious and hidden costs. This requires an intimate knowledge of customer maintenance
requirements and history over several years.
The quality of repaired or refurbished rolls has an associated value in its performance on the machine. Put
another way, the adverse cost of poor quality must be avoided. This value of quality is well controlled by
Valmet since it contributes to higher uptime on the machines, better paper quality, less costly reworking
on site and therefore lower lifecycle costs.
Mill operating costs can be trimmed by upgrades, e.g. LocSeal vacuum roll sealing systems and properly
selected doctor blade materials. Sheet breaks and threading times can be reduced by EdgeBlow upgrades.
Regular site visits, audits and recommendations help customers to uncover areas where operating costs
and production efficiency can be improved.
All of these cost savings and performance improvements add up to a significant return for Valmet's
customers. When asked about the value that mills receive for Valmet roll services, Ed Vandeveire, Head of
Agreements for North America (Figure 3), offered the following comments:
"As new roll modernization designs are developed older rolls can be upgraded to extend roll run time,
enhance runnability and performance, and in some cases reduce horsepower requirements saving the
© Valmet
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customer not only valuable downtime but also energy costs – both of
which increase our customer profit levels."
He continues, "Valmet roll shops have direct access to all Valmet and
Beloit OEM drawings, bills of materials and design specifications, assuring
the rolls are restored to at least original design specifications with minimal
re-engineering required and allowing the fastest possible return time.
Furthermore, extending roll cover life to match the roll scheduled
maintenance reduces the number of times rolls need to be removed from
the machine, reducing the yearly roll related shutdown time."

Costs reduced in the long run

Figure 3 Ed Vandeveire,
Head of Agreements for
North America, says, "New
roll modernization designs
help to save not only downtime but also energy costs."

In another example, Valmet has signed a multi-year agreement with a
British paper manufacturer covering the mill's complete inventory of rolls.
The initial one year contract - now extended by three years - started with a
mill audit which evaluated existing roll condition and recovering needs and recommended a service and
replacement schedule for the contracted period. The contract includes all mechanical roll service,
recovering services, roll transportation to and from the nearby Valmet workshop, and onsite inspection
during machine shutdowns. Valmet fully documents the service and recovering work so there is full
traceability of all activities and costs.
During the scheduled maintenance only the most critical roll parts are inspected and consumables
changed, based on known wear patterns and earlier experience. The contract also includes periodic
machine audits in which abnormal wearing patterns and other performance-related problems are noted
and corrective actions are recommended.

On top of that, roll reconditioning work restores the roll to an as-new condition. Reconditioning is a very
important part of a longer term maintenance program since roll tolerances, shapes and dimensions
change over years of operation. Furthermore, roll modernization –
incorporating the most recent technology – improves roll performance
to a higher level than when the roll was new and contributes to
increased reliability, lower maintenance costs, and better machine
productivity and quality. This roll modernization offering is an
important part of Valmet's continual improvement program which it
offers to mills to keep abreast of the most recent technology
advancements.

Figure 4 "A roll maintenance
agreement clearly defines the
costs over the life of the
contract, so it is easy to
budget, " says Alex Small,
Product Manager for Roll
Service in the UK. "Mill
management knows exactly
what to expect."
© Valmet

Alex Small, Product Manager for Roll Service in the UK (Figure 4),
gives his view of the value of roll maintenance agreements to mills: "Our
customers are able to reduce costs in the long run and, by extending
service intervals, they will get their money back very quickly. And, after
a contract is put in place there will be zero downtime for roll-related
problems."
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Small emphasizes that the roll maintenance agreement clearly defines the costs over the life of the
contract, so it is easy to budget. "Mill management knows exactly what to expect and it is therefore very
simple and easy for the mill to administer," he adds.

Over ten years of cooperation
Valmet's installed base of machinery in China has grown by leaps and bounds over the past ten years, and
similarly Valmet's roll maintenance capability has grown dramatically. The first service center was
established in Wuxi more than ten years ago. Today, it is joined by two additional roll service centers in
Guangzhou and Zibo. These centers offer full roll regrinding, reconditioning, recovering and
modernization services.
Valmet's contracted roll maintenance services started in 2001- the same year the Wuxi center opened with the signing of a roll grinding contract with Shanghai Prosperous Paper (SPP) Co., Ltd. In 2011, the
tenth annual extension of that SPP contract was signed.
Peter Chou, General Manager of SPP, expresses his thoughts on the
value of this important contract and cooperation with Valmet over the
years. "We save a lot of time and costs through the grinding agreement.
Valmet has a lot of professional experts globally and we have learned a
lot from them." The main targets of the roll grinding agreement were
high production rates, production cost savings and better end-product
quality.

Figure 5 Xie Daorong, Area
Vice President of Valmet's
China Service, says "The
contractual roll grinding
business for Valmet has grown
to include more than ten
customers today."

Xie Daorong, Area Vice President of Valmet's China Service (Figure 5),
says the contractual roll grinding business for Valmet has grown to
include more than ten customers today. Cunlong Qian, Sales Manager
for Eastern China describes the value these mills see with Valmet
maintenance. "We offer professional service based on our wide
technology, offering rich experience and global support. Compared to
maintenance on a case-by-case basis, I believe we can save costs based
on the agreements, as well as provide faster delivery in urgent
situations."

He agrees with Alex Small when he says, "In addition, these agreements can save a lot of time in
commercial negotiation. Both sides just follow up the agreements and accomplish the related processes."

A vote of confidence in performance-based mill maintenance
Based on several years of successful outsourced maintenance at its Zaragoza mills, Saica has contracted
Valmet Mill Service (MMS) to be the sole provider of maintenance services, from the recovered paper
conveyors to the new reel warehouse, at its new 400,000 tpy Partington, UK mill, near Manchester. The
concept focuses on a machine performance and productivity model which has been partially tested in
Spain. Reductions in technical lost time and a safer working environment have been achieved.
Since the start-up of Saica Paper's new recycled furnish containerboard mill in Partington, UK in early
2012, the entire mill has been maintained by Valmet Mill Service (MMS), the maintenance arm of Valmet.
© Valmet
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This is a strong vote of confidence in the
concept of outsourcing and in the cooperation
which has contributed to improving
maintenance management at Saica over the
past few years.
MMS has taken over responsibility for
maintenance operations and the management
of improvement programs for the OCC stock
preparation system, the board production line,
power generation plants (Figure 7) and the
Figure 6 The PM 10 machine at the El Burgo mill is one of five
Saica machines in Spain covered by the MMS maintenance
wastewater treatment plant. Saica had
agreement.
previously selected Valmet as the main
machinery and automation supplier for the
8.2-meter-wide, 400,000 tonnes per year production line, numbered PM 11.

Figure 7 The waste-to-energy
power plant in the U.K.

Federico Asensio Balet, Deputy Managing Director (Figure 8) of Saica
Paper based in Zaragoza, Spain explains why this agreement is the ideal
solution for the mill: "Our agreement with Valmet at our new
Partington mill combines all aspects of corrective, preventive and
predictive maintenance, and is a win-win situation. It adds value to our
maintenance activities to have an experienced paper machinery
manufacturing company as our partner. This agreement gives us the
best quality service, low costs, low downtime and the productivity we
need to be successful. And furthermore, it covers the complete
production line from the raw material conveyors to stock preparation to
the new paper warehouse. The drivers of this agreement are very tightly
connected to the mill's
overall production," he
says.

This comprehensive whole-mill agreement was carefully
considered by Saica as it had to be based on shared common
goals, mutual trust and the proven good working
relationships developed between Saica and Valmet. The
business model for performance-based maintenance by
MMS has its roots within Saica's Spanish organization
centered in Zaragoza, where it has been developing and
maturing since 2005.

Performance-based maintenance

Figure 8 Left to right: Ramón Muñoz of MMS,
with Luis Miguel Garcia, David Plou, Federico
Asensio, and Pedro Jariod of Saica.

Saica has two containerboard mills in the Zaragoza area: the
Zaragoza city mill with two paper machines, and the El Burgo de Ebro mill (Figure 9), about 25 km away,
with three paper machines. The combined production of the mills is 1.8 million tonnes per year.
© Valmet
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Figure 9 The Saica el Burgo de Ebro mill in Spain.

Before Saica formed an agreement with MMS, the
mill service was done mainly by four outside
contractors. But Saica managers realized that
maintenance must have a value-added component
above and beyond just paying for the labor costs.
Costs of work and spare parts should be managed
and predictable, of course, but the maintenance
activities should be more focused on reducing
technical downtime and actually improving the
paper making operation. Ensuring a safe working
environment was also at the top of the list, as
advocated by Saica's motto: "If it's not safe, it's not
Saica."

Asensio highlights the reasons for forming the initial performance-based maintenance partnership with
Valmet. "We needed a partner like Valmet that would improve our knowledge of how to service our
processes, so our maintenance procedures would be top-quality. Valmet would bring this depth of paper
machinery knowledge, their skills, diagnostic procedures and service methods, to add value. We would
not be just buying hours of maintenance time. The end result would be good performance for our paper
making equipment."
In 2005, Saica and MMS formed a partnership that would address maintenance from a performance point
of view. Both companies invested money in the new organization. The staff of four previous contractors
was merged into one. To improve the level of skills and methods of service, Saica and MMS developed an
extensive training plan which continues today. In the period from 2006 to 2009 about EUR 300,000 were
invested in training, and the budget for 2010 was EUR 70,000.
The current 180 maintenance specialists are located in three maintenance facilities: a roll maintenance
shop (Figure 10) and an electrical maintenance shop close to the El Burgo mill site, and a general
mechanical maintenance shop located near Zaragoza. The mechanical maintenance and roll maintenance
shops are set up as profit centers, and actively solicit and accept repair projects from other paper mills in
the Iberian Peninsula and other parts of Europe, too. Other industries are served as well.

Investment in high-quality equipment
Skills are important, but diagnostic and machining
tools are essential for a maintenance organization to
perform at a top-quality level. In this respect,
Valmet has invested heavily in state-of-the-art
equipment to provide high-quality refurbished and
refinished paper making equipment.
The roll maintenance shop, opened in 2007 near
Zaragoza, boasts one of the most precise roll
grinding machines in Europe (Figure 11). Equipped
with a four-dimensional roll measurement and
© Valmet

Figure 10 The roll maintenance shop is on the site of
the El Burgo de Ebro mill.
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control system, the grinder can handle the largest
rolls with a shell width of up to 11 meters and a
weight of 120 tonnes.
The roll maintenance shop also has a dynamic roll
balancing machine which handles 11-meter-shellwidth rolls of up to 30 tonnes. With this precision
equipment and a high level of personal skills, the
Zaragoza roll shop has been rated as the best in the
Iberian Peninsula by customers. Since its inception,
over 700 rolls have been processed.

Figure 11 The roll grinding machine is one of the most
precise in Europe.

Diagnostic testing equipment abounds in the
workshop. This includes vibration analysis,
ultrasonic, thermal imaging and endoscopic video equipment. Precision mechanical alignment has also
proven to be a valuable tool.

The mechanical workshop provides specialized refurbishing services for a wide variety of pulp and paper
equipment including gear boxes, disk filters, stock prep equipment, screens, screw presses, vacuum
pumps, and refiners.

Performance is key
Of course, the result of these investments in personal skills and equipment should be better paper
machine uptime and improved worker safety. Saica and MMS have therefore developed key performance
indicators (KPIs) which show the effectiveness, quality and cost of maintenance, and the deployment of
preventive safety actions.
In addition to general mechanical maintenance Saica identified key process equipment that was
problematic and needed special attention. It included felt-cleaning showers, doctoring (alignment and
angle-setting procedures), and dryer fabric continuous cleaning systems. Recently, a committed
maintenance concept has been applied to the stock preparation area.
David Plou, Maintenance Director at both Zaragoza
area mills, comments on the working relationship
with MMS while tackling specific problems: "We
openly discuss the specific problems and solutions.
It has helped us to improve our depth of knowledge
of the process and to reduce lost time due to
mechanical reasons. We've also seen a close team
spirit develop between the papermakers and the
maintenance people. As for safety, MMS shares our
safety program goals."
Asensio adds his thoughts on the cooperative spirit
at the Zaragoza mills, "We expected MMS to
provide continuous step-by-step improvements for
© Valmet

Figure 12 The PM 11 paper machine at Partington
started up at the beginning of 2012.
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maintenance services in specific areas. Saica has developed and established, together with MMS, service
actions to improve machinery performance and availability. This has meant a huge change in
maintenance strategy – from reactive to proactive, and from a concept of outsourced labor to one of
added-value maintenance services," he concludes.
Overall, the mechanical lost time has improved steadily and lost time accidents have been reduced over
the last few years. Using the years 2006 and 2007 as a baseline, time lost on equipment under the service
agreements due to mechanical reasons has been reduced by 58%, while injury lost time has been reduced
by 55%.

Partington next in line
The concept and results of performance-based maintenance are well-established at the Zaragoza mills and
a good level of trust has been established. Saica is in the process of establishing a program at its Venizel
containerboard mill in Northern France, where MMS will manage the mechanical maintenance on the
OCC stock preparation area. And, of course, the
recent big step was the implementation of the
agreement at the Partington, UK mill (Figures 12 &
13).
Rather than building on-site maintenance shops the
roll maintenance and mechanical repair work will be
done by Valmet's existing shops in Darwen and
Haslingden, which are both less than 50 km from the
mill. At the same time Valmet is upgrading and
modernizing the Haslingden workshop.
Figure 13 The maintenance agreement for Partington

MMS will play the managing role in mechanical,
was signed by Federico Asensio (left) from Saica and
Barry Brown from Valmet in January 2011. In the back
electrical and process control maintenance. Other
from left to right: Luis Miguel Garcia, Pasi Häyrynen,
site services provided by subcontractors will be
Darren Hoyle, Paul Lilliot from Saica, Ari Telama, Jukka
managed and cost-controlled by MMS. There will be
Koiranen, Juha Hentunen and Jan Vales from Valmet.
Saica on-site people who will coordinate
maintenance activities and handle investments in the necessary equipment and process upgrades.
Moving into the new agreement, Asensio is confident that the whole-mill maintenance concept will work
well. Problems will have to be addressed, of course, but the team spirit established at Zaragoza will carry
through. "It's a no-fault situation. Our teamwork with Valmet is important since, if a problem occurs, we
will work together as a single team to identify and solve it as quickly as possible," he concludes.

Well-organized maintenance can give mills excellent payback
Smarter maintenance planning offers big potential for increases in mill production. Moving from
traditional maintenance to predictive maintenance means maximized profit over the lifecycle of the assets.
To learn more we spoke with Jaakko Reivo, Valmet's On-Site Operations Manager for Service Projects in
the Paper business line.
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What are the principal ideas behind Valmet's
maintenance programs?
JR (Jaakko Reivo, Figure 14): The basic philosophy on maintenance
at Valmet is: PLAN, ORGANIZE, CONTROL, ACT. We have been
very successful at getting big improvements in costs and efficiencies
by following this simple strategy. The process is always the same,
although each program is tailor-made to the specific case and mill
culture.
Figure 14 "To get the highest
possible revenue from assets you
need efficient well-planned
shutdowns", says Jaakko Reivo,
Valmet's On-Site Operations
Manager.

First we measure things and then make a work plan for improvement.
Next we organize and do the actual work, and determine whether it
has succeeded. Based on that, we take actions for continuous
improvement. To get started, in very close cooperation with mill
management, we look at key figures. These are things like key
performance indicators, percentage of shutdowns planned and unplanned and overall mill performance.
The steps are exactly the same whether we are working with an old mill or a brand-new greenfield site.

How closely do maintenance and production work together?
JR: Maintenance should not be seen as a separate function from production. Production and maintenance
must work together towards the common goal of increased output. This means that production people are
doing some of the routine daily maintenance. This is critical to achieving the best overall performance and
efficiency and is now well accepted in progressive, forward-thinking mills.
Valmet maintenance services can include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintenance management plans
Maintenance data for mill's CMMS
Maintenance audit to propose maintenance
development plan
Criticality analysis of equipment
Preventive maintenance development
Off-line condition monitoring implementation
Spare part inventory optimization
Upkeeping program, e.g. for winder
Special maintenance services
Maintenance operations
Maintenance outsourcing

Figure 15 Well-organized maintenance
will help to reduce the number of
unplanned shutdowns.

Is there a general formula for good maintenance?
JR: Our pyramid of good maintenance is a good starting point (Figure 16). The parties might agree that
production time must be 95%. That's a key target and we need to set programs to reach it. Planned
shutdowns could be agreed at 3% for the mill. But we need to be clear this is done to support production
needs, such as felt/fabric changes and clean-ups, not specifically maintenance-only shutdowns. Then the
remaining 2% is the target allowed for failures or unplanned shutdowns. So total non-running time is 5%,
with 3% planned.
© Valmet
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Some mills that we assist
proudly say they have planned
shutdowns of only 1% or 1.5%.
That is actually not a very good
strategy. It is far too low and
leads to many more unplanned
shutdowns, which are extremely
expensive. Mills think they are
saving money by aiming for
very low unplanned shutdown
time but in the end it's costly.
We show them benchmarking
Figure 16 Smart planning and cooperation builds a strong foundation for
maintenance work. This helps avoid the top of the pyramid, which involves
data from our experience and
very costly emergency production stops and expensive repair people.
say, "You have to increase your
planned shutdowns". Their
initial reaction is that it makes maintenance more expensive but, as we all know, money comes into the
mill from production. To get the highest possible revenue from assets you need efficient well-planned
shutdowns.

Do you have an example of a big turnaround?
JR: There are many. One example is a mill where, when we came in, unplanned shutdowns were 4.3%,
planned were 1.5% for a total of 5.8% downtime. Total efficiency was 73%. We changed the targets fairly
dramatically. It was that type of machine that needed frequent cleaning so we said 'let's target 4% planned
shutdowns and less than 1% unplanned'. In two years we were under 1% unplanned and total efficiency
rose to 84% for an excellent payback.
The key point is that smart planning can save money and avoid emergency shutdowns, as well as lots of
headaches. Of course you can never avoid all unplanned shutdowns but they will be minimized. And the
increased tonnage sold very quickly pays for any additional maintenance costs.

How important is planning?
JR: It's absolutely critical. Shutdown planning, especially, is a continuous process that never ends or
begins. It's always running. Somebody must own the shutdown planning process and we sometimes see
that the wrong people are planning the shutdowns. A review of procedures may be needed to improve the
information flow and cooperation.
Production, maintenance, services like electrical, etc. all need to work as a team. Somebody has to
coordinate it and good plans can only be made when all the information is put on the table. There are lots
of parties to be coordinated. It goes through several rounds such as the preplan discussions. Ideally the
plan should be locked in place two weeks before the shutdown for big shutdowns. But the same process
applies to short shutdowns: good planning, agreement on common goals and excellent coordination are
vital.

© Valmet
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With correct and very detailed planning, manpower requirements for maintenance can be used much
more efficiently. There are economic benefits all around: smaller maintenance departments, better
management of spares and services, and increased production at lower cost per tonne.

How do Valmet maintenance agreements work?
JR: The type of arrangement can be very flexible. Sometimes it is only on one paper machine and
sometimes it covers the whole mill. It can be a short term assignment where we agree to target numbers,
we reach the targets and we leave. Or it
can be long term cooperation where we
take responsibility for almost all
maintenance tasks as we are doing at
Plattling Papier in Germany and Saica in
Spain and the UK.
The key is a very clear division of tasks.
This involves production doing one part,
the mill maintenance department doing
another part and Valmet the third part
(Figure 17). The program has to be based
on open discussions. We never go into a
mill and pretend we know everything
Figure 17 Valmet's Reliability Centered Maintenance takes a
immediately. We do a survey of the
holistic, continuous-improvement view to keep production up and
maintenance costs down.
present conditions and then compare this
with industry benchmarks on breaks,
shutdown times, costs, failures, etc. When we do this, quite often the mills are surprised at how they are
doing when compared to the best mills, and how much room for improvement exists.
When mills are in trouble they are more inclined to accept new strategies. But we can't give immediate
results to such a complex thing as maintenance programs. It takes time to implement strategies. You
might see some changes after 6 months but really it takes 1½-2 years to fully implement the process. You
build the cooperation and trust, and then the results come.

First greenfield mill with totally outsourced maintenance is big success at
Plattling Papier
When Myllykoski built their new greenfield SC paper machine line in Plattling, Germany, they made the
fundamental decision to outsource all maintenance activities to Valmet Mill Service (MMS), including the
maintenance establishment. In that mill, MMS has full responsibility for production line upkeeping by
providing state-of-the-art maintenance concepts and systems on top of the highly qualified maintenance
competences. The main key performance indicators (KPI's) are technical availability, maintenance costs
and tons produced. NOTE: The mill name has since changed to UPM Plattling.
When the mill started in early 2008, the maintenance operations were already established and ready for
action. Targets were set together with the mill for 2008, 2009 and 2010 for production, technical
availability and maintenance costs. All targets have been met.

© Valmet
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"The results have been excellent," says Jouni Iikkanen, Managing Director of Valmet Mill Service GmbH.
"Thanks to the right maintenance concept and strategy, to the whole maintenance team and to the mill
personnel, with whom we have had always excellent cooperation. Based on these results, Myllykoski has
also given us maintenance responsibility for the MD Papier LWC mill, consisting of two paper machine
lines. This is certainly the best appreciation of our work, and show of customer confidence and
satisfaction, that we could possibly expect."

Upkeeping program – Managing operations around the winder
Upkeeping is a new program from Valmet that helps manage overall operations around the winder and
finishing areas. Maintenance and production tasks and issues are brought together to sharply boost
effectiveness. This includes tasks and observations from normal maintenance checks (such as bearing
condition) to winder process function (set change time, etc). "In some cases the biggest improvement has
been in the work planning process," explains Kai Odé, Valmet's Manager of Finishing Solutions. "Done
together with the mill, it includes an extremely detailed description of work tasks. Everybody clearly
knows what role they have. So you do the right things with the right timing and right knowledge."
A key point is that there is no fixed solution for every mill. "First of all," continues Odé, "we want to
understand the mill, their situation, their problem areas and their future targets. We look at maintenance
operations, content, intervals and fault history around the finishing area. We give our input for how they
could be improved if we feel there is a place for improvement." Upkeeping normally is based on a threeyear startup period, where Valmet has a certain role and the mill of course has the main role. The first
agreements were centered on winders, with the new concept being very well received by mills.
The upkeeping program will bring the mill benefits in the following areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General work (routines, tasks, etc.) and shutdown planning
Reduced unplanned shutdowns
More availability, consistent customer roll quality
Optimized upkeeping costs (including spares and consumables)
Ongoing development process to identify development areas
Improving mill personnel skills to manage, for example, the winder
Latest updates and benchmarking are available

Summary
The cost dynamics of papermaking are changing. Assumptions of where the expertise of various
papermaking functions should reside are being justifiably questioned. Many mills are rethinking their
current mode of operations, and moving roll maintenance and general maintenance into a non-core
expertise framework. These outsourced maintenance decisions are proving to have merit - and with
adequate oversight and reporting methods - are generating profit. Whether your maintenance needs are a
surprise or carefully predicted, Valmet has the tools, services and expertise to keep your machine line
running like clockwork.
This white paper combines technical information obtained from Valmet personnel and published Valmet articles and
papers.
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Valmet provides competitive technologies and services to the pulp, energy and paper industries. Valmet's pulp, paper
and power professionals specialize in processes, machinery, equipment, services, paper machine clothing and filter
fabrics. Our offering and experience cover the entire process life cycle including new production lines, rebuilds and
services.
We are committed to moving our customers' performance forward.
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